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Franchising has a long, strong history of growth and job creation and includes
recognizable brands
experienced explosive growth by some of the strongest brands still around today.

A study conducted by the International Franchise Association in 2007
tremendous growth franchising has had over the
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Franchising can be a road to financial success
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aspects of your existing business that are essential
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as a laboratory to test all aspects
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The best mentor for future franchisees
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There is an interesting duality in franchising. The
franchisees and to those who will be their customers

Differentiation can come in the form of pricing, operations or marketing. Regardless of your
strength, be the best a
franchisees.

How is your concept unique and how will you describe it in a compelling way to future
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creation was yours, the initial implementation was yours, but the ongoing growth of th
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franchise concept and get the paperwork in order to launch it, they are chomping at the bit to sell
their first f
cause the franchisor to make mistakes with long
don’t measure up to your expectations is equal to or more important than say

Create
franchisees will pay more royalties,
marketing strength and may buy additional units for their own
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